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In this study, the Immersed-Finite-Element field solution method is
incorporated with full Particle-in-Cell to study plasma interactions involving
complex objects. We pursue this study to achieve these objects:
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interaction effects.

 The “bone” shaped asteroid presents the most interesting situation

 Worst charging occurs when spacecraft is in the deep wake region.

• Future work: more detailed studies of spacecraft charging for fly-by missions under 
different ambient plasma charging conditions

Conclusions

Small airless bodies in the solar system (small asteroids and comets) represent
the next frontier in deep space exploration. Proximity operation around small
asteroids presents several extremely challenging issues for spacecraft. In
particular, irregularly shaped asteroids can produce a highly complex plasma flow
field which affects spacecraft-plasma interaction. This paper presents a fully
kinetic particle-in-cell simulation study of plasma interaction and charging for
spacecraft near irregularly shaped asteroids. The simulations use a mesh resolution
that resolves the local plasma sheath around both spacecraft and asteroid, and a
simulation domain that contains the global plasma flow field around asteroid.
Spacecraft charging is calculated directly from charge deposition on spacecraft.

1. Assess different asteroid shape’s effects on the plasma flow field

2. Study and predict the charging status of the spacecraft over asteroid

Introduction

Three typical asteroid shapes are considered.
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● The shape of plasma sheath and asteroid charging are sensitively 
influenced by ambient plasma condition 
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● Spacecraft charging is greatly influenced by relative position with respect to asteroid 
due to “multibody” plasma interaction effects. The worst spacecraft charging occurs 
in the deep wake region.


